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Pushed Around

Si^eep

Selah Distribution

The Champion discusses the construction o f |
additional ramps. See Page 2.

The 1990-91 edition of the yearbook will be
distributed during finals week. See Page 6.

The baseball team won its 30th game by
sweeping a double header. See Page 7.
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Graduating first class

Sears-Roebuck
Nursing pursues accreditation
honors Spohn

By KIM DAVIS

Special to the Champion

The Liberty University nursing
program, which will graduate 38 in
its first class in May has received
praise from community leaders as it
continues to seek accreditation.
The nursing students receive a
general nursing degree which requires them to spend between eight
and 18 hours in a hospital each week
to obtain clinical experience. Liberty students have been fulfilling this
requirement at Virginia Baptist Hospital and Lynchburg General Hospital.
Positive reports have come from

such people as Virginia Baptist president Tom Jividen and Centra Health
president George Dawson, according
to nursing department chairperson
Linda Miller.
"Most of the people we work with
are very impressed with our nursing
skills," Miller said. "We've had very
positive comments from nurses who
are enthusiastic about working with
our students."
Joanne Nogowski, a junior nursing major from Philadelphia, said the
hospital training plays a major role in
developing a student's nursing skills.
"We're getting hands-on experience doing exactly what we are going

to be doing in our profession," she
said.
Nursing majors are also required to
do an extemship. Margaret Heffner,
a registered nurse and employee at
Virginia Baptist, was positive about
the one nursing extern from Liberty
she worked with. "She was a very
good worker and was really helpful
to us," Heffner said.
According to Nogowski, the praise
is largely due to the instructors. "The
staff is excellent and very wellrounded," she said. "Not only do the
teachers want to teach, but they are
also concerned about each of us and
our futures."

Jets land Kinard in NFL

Nogowski is also thankful for the
opportunities the nursing program
has given her to witness. "We're not
only concerned about their physical
needs but their spiritual needs, also,"
she said. "Right now we are on a
one-on-one basis with our patients,
and we take advantage of that time to
share Christ with them."
Miller said that this attitude is what
makes LU's nursing students special.
"Their sweet Christian spirit shows,"
she said. "We have the most caring
and devoted students at Liberty.
They're the best."
The nursing department has approximately 250 involved in its program. Over 100 have already applied
into the program this year.
"Our program is expanding next
year," Miller said. "We have already
accepted 70 upcoming sophomores."
The program's advancement has
resulted in Liberty seeking accreditation for the nursing department.
Dr. Dixie Koldjeski, consultant from
the National League for Nursing
(NLN), visited Liberty April 25 to
assess the program's progress.
According to Miller, the visit was
one more step in the long process of
obtaining accreditation. "They
wanted to make sure we were on the
right track," she said.
Milter also said that the state site

visit is scheduled for September.
The NLN has not yet given the department a date for the actual accreditation visit.

By MELANIE BEROTH
Special to the Champion

Biology professor Dr. R. Terry
Spohn was named this year's recipient of the Sears-Roebuck
Foundation Teaching Excellence
and Campus Leadership Award.
The awards are presented to top
educators at nearly 700 of the
nation's leading independent liberal arts colleges and universities
to recognize their outstanding resourcefulness and leadership.
"At Liberty University, our primary emphasis is on quality teaching with the student as our central
focus," Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin,
president of LU said. "We are especially pleased that the SearsRoebuck Foundation has maintained its long-standing partnership with independent higher education."
Spohn was selected "Teacher of
the Year" by students in the 198889 academic year. Dr. Paul Sattler,
chairman of the biology and chemistry department, said, "Dr.
Spohn's devotion to our students
and to effective communication
outside the classroom is demonstrated by the time he spends in
personal conference with students.
"It is rare to enter Dr. Spohn's
office without finding one or two

students in conference regarding
either academic or personal matters. Both current and former students are consulting him on a regular basis because he takes time to
listen and invest himself in their
lives," Sattler continued.
Spohn has been involved professionally in several organizations including the Junior Academy of Science, the Talented and
Gifted Program and the Virginia
Herpetological Society -—where
he is the co-editor of the journal,
Catesbeina. In the university, he
has served as a faculty senator, the
moderator-elect of the faculty senate and chairman of the departmental commiuee on recruitment
and retention.
"It is very gratifying to be recognized for my efforts in a profession that I love so much. I praise
God for calling me here to Liberty
and to the teaching profession. I
take very seriously my position
here. Our students are the future,
and I'm pleased to play a part in
their training," Spohn said.
Spohn will receive SI,000 personally, and the biology department will receive $1,500. The
money will be used to buy equipment for Spohn's comparative
animal physiology class.

ROTC cadet receives LC-LU Award
By DAWN K. LOONEY
News Editor

photo by Jeffrey A. Cola

Leroy Kinard signed a two-year deal for an undisclosed amount with the New York Jets as
a free agent Friday. The former LU standout is scheduled to report to team officals on the
weekend of May 3-5 to meet team physical requirements.
'

Cadet Lt. John Eddy, an LU senior
political science major, has been
honored with the Professor of Military Science Excellence Award.
The award, a silver military saber,
is presented to a senior ROTC cadet

ACSI commends education
program, approves accreditation
By KERI BURNS
Champion Reporter

The Association of Christian
Schools International's Accreditation/Certification Commission has
approved accreditation for the
Teacher Education Department of
Liberty University for a period of
seven years.
ACSI is an organization of biblically based Christian Schools and
colleges. The mission of ACSI is to
"provide leadership, programs and
services in order to bring about excellence in these schools and to glorify God."
ACSI is also dedicated to "fostering unity among all Christian schools

and educators, developing materials
to aid integration of Christian principles into a school's total program."
An evaluation of the department
was conducted by a visiting committee from ACSI. The committee,
comprised of prominent people in the
Christian school movement, began
the evaluation on Dec. 5.
"The purpose of the committee is
to determine if our teacher education
students are being trained in a manner that the association can recommend that its member schools may
hire our graduates," Dr. Robert
Gaunt, dean of education, said.
'The commiuee also observes to
determine that our students are academically well prepared, that we

have a sound scriptural base undergirding the training of our teachers,"
Gaunt said.
Liberty's education department
was originally approved by ACSI in
1983. The visit last semester was
conducted as a reaffirmation of the
status of the department
The visiting committee identified
features of the education department
they considered to be strengths.
These areas included the opportunity
the students have to be involved in
missions activities while completing
undergraduate work.
Other valuable assets of the education department include the curriculum library, the Bruckner learning
center and the Barlow and TEAM

Gingrich to speak at graduation
By JEFFREY A. COTA
Editor
The Rev. Jerry Falwell announced late Monday that House
Minority Whip Newt Gingrich (RGa.) will speak at commencement
May 10 in the Vines Center. To
resolve scheduling conflicts, commencement will be held at 10:30
a.in. rather than 10 a.m. as originally announced.
Gingrich will speak to the combined schools during a ceremony
scheduled from 10:30to11:30 a.m.
The schools will then split up for
the awards presentations.
Gingrich, 48, is now in his seventh term as representative of the
sixth congressional district in

Georgia. In 1988, he initiated the University and served as an assisHouse Ethics Committee investiga- tant professor at West Georgia
tion which led to the downfall of College for eight years.
speaker Jim Wright.
As part of the changes in com"He is considered by many to be mencement, the graduates' seating
the most articulate speaker in arrangements will be posted.
Congress," Falwell said. "Many feel Registrar Barb Boothe encouraged
that one day he will be the presiden- seniors to check the list beginning
tial candidate on the Republican Wednesday, May 1.
ticket."
Another change is that parking
Gingrich, who now lives in will be on a first-come, first-served
Jonesboro, Ga., currently attends basis. No parking permits or passes
New Hope Baptist Church in will be issued.
Atlanta and is a "committed, bornIn addition, because the schools
again Christian," Falwell said.
will be leaving immediately for
Prior to his election to Congress, their separate chapels, the graduates
Gingrich earned his Ph.D. in will march by schools down six
European history from Tulane separate aisles.

scholarships.
The Barlow scholarship was initiated in memory of William Barlow,
former instructor of education.
TEAM scholarships are awarded to
minority teachers.
The committee commended the
faculty for its dedication, qualifications, spiritual posture and the number of terminal degrees in the department. The faculty was also commended for "conveying a solid sense
of ministrytostudents in the teacher
training program," the report stated.
The long-range planning of the
school of education was considered
realistic as well. The school was also
recognized for the strong evaluation
process of the instructors.
The department was commended
for the encouragement the faculty
provides to the students and for its
students attending conferences organized by Christian school organizations.
Another commendation of the
department was its effortstoprepare
students to meet requirements of
state-mandated, beginning-teacher
assessment programs.
"The committee was impressed
with the quality of students we have.
Our students have clear and appropriate goals for Christian young
people," Gaunt said.
"I am personally pleased and
gratified with the report. We shall
continuetoimprove andtoseek better ways so when the ACSI visits at

from either Liberty University or
Lynchburg College.
The cadet must show outstanding
leadership, academic excellence and
participation and
performance in
the program.
Lt. Col. Joel
Snow of Washington and Lee
University and
Capt. Richard
MacDermott of
John Eddy
Liberty University,
decide each year who the recipient
will be.
Eddy said: "One thing that helped
me was that I was older when I came
to Liberty and I had military experi-

ence.
Before attending Liberty, Eddy
served three years as a staff sergeant
in the Army Honor Guard in Washington, D.C.
"I thought I knew everything
about leadership, but I learned a lot.
I did know how to be a leader, but I
learned how to be a good leader,"
Eddy said.
Eddy attributes his success in the
ROTC program to his wife. "One of
the reasons I did so well is because of
all the support I got from my wonderful wife Debbie.
"I'm thankful that I got a chance to
cometoLU. I got a good education
and I grew as a person and as a Christian."
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Lance Smith of Vision rips out a tune during a recent concert at
See Evaluation, Page 6 David's Place. See related story on Page 5.
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LU Forum

Editorial

Administrator has
high praise
for campus media

"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

City attempts to
strong-arm LU
on ramps issue
As almost everybody must know by now, the Lynchburg
City Council is once again trying to legitimatize itself to the
local citizenry by bullying Liberty University.
This time the council's actions are based upon certain offramps that the city craves to have built. When the Vines
Center and football stadium were built the council strongarmed Liberty into agreeing to build the ramps. At the time,
plans for a 10,000 seat sanctuary and the Liberty Village
retirement center were still alive, and the ramps were necessary in order to relieve the congestion these projects
would create.
Now, however, neither will be built, and the ramps are
unnecessary. Unnecessary, that is, unless you are the City
Council. For some strange reason, LU is being held responsible for a major part of the traffic congestion on Candler's
Mountain Road. Since we create the heavy traffic flow, the
city leaders reason, we must pay for three of the ramps that
will ease it.
Apparently somebody forgot to tell the Lynchburg Public
Works Department about the General Electric plant. It
would seem also that the new Candler's Station shopping
center and its mega-theater have slipped the minds of the
council.
There is a problem on Candler's Mountain Road. Every
afternoon the GE plant empties onto the street, clogging the
roadway for obscene amounts of time. But they are not
being asked to foot the bill for the new ramps.
In fact, while the city paid GE for its property on which the
ramps were built, Liberty was forced to "donate" its land to
the city.
Every weekend evening, and many week nights as well,
the masses flock to the cheap seats at the theater. Most of
them drive cars and are not from LU. But Front Row Joe is
not being asked to foot the bill.
Yes, the developer of Candler's Station has covered a
portion of the cost for the ramps. How generous. The
shopping center makes greatproftis from the traffic. LU, on
the other hand, only gets to give the city some prime
property.
In its infinite wisdom the City Council has decided that
Liberty alone is responsible formost of the traffic and that
Liberty alone should pay for the three ramps. It is a decision
fraught with prejudice and grounded in selective perception.
In the past several years, Liberty's growth has been very
controlled. Every year the freshman class is larger, but
graduation and dropouts have kept overall enrollment fairly
constant. Except for basketball games, football games, and
the occasional major concert, the traffic created from LU
has also remained unchanged.
Meanwhile, a new shopping center has been built virtually in our back yard and GE continues to flourish. To
blame so much of the traffic ills on Liberty is asinine. If the
city council wants to ease the congestion then perhaps they
should close down the new theater. Maybe they should shut
down the GE plant. They are responsible for most of the
additional traffic problems.
Obviously nobody wants to see either of those solutions
implemented. But a compromise must be found somewhere. The city is always ready to make concessions to
companies who want to move to Lynchburg, even if most
of the company's money goes out of the city.
Liberty employs local people. The money spent by
Liberty students and employees stays in Lynchburg. It
seems only fair that the city show some flexability on the
ramp issue by granting the school a simple extension.
Liberty University has had to bear the brunt of the
council's warped frustrations long enough. We should not
have to pay for the city's ramps at all. (The state of Virginia
originally agreed to pick up the tab.) That burden should fall
upon those who actually create the problem, or the city.

Liberty Forum Policies
The Liberty Champion welcomes members of the Liberty
community to submit letters to
the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 300
words and must be signed. The
Champion asks that all letters
be typed.
All material submitted to the
Liberty Champion becomes
the property of the Champion.

The Liberty Champion reserves the right to accept, reject
or edit any letter received, according to the policies of the
Liberty Champion.
The deadline for all letters is
6 p.m. Thursday.
Please address all letters to
"Editor, Liberty Champion"
and drop them off in DH109 or
Box 22581.

Sneaking into the Movies

"Never Ending Story II" just keeps
going and going and....
•The Never Ending Story II" almost doesn't
At least it seems that way. A sequel
to the modestly successful "Neverending Story I," this film is the story
of Bastian, a young boy who is called
to the imaginary world of Fantasia in
order to save the land from the evil
emptiness.
Those who saw the first film, not
that there are very many of you out
there, will recall that the evil in the
firstfilmwas called the nothingness.
The sequel is in the same style as the
first film, which isn't a particularly

mmiaan

DOUGLAS R.
DEMPSEY
Opinion/Feature Editor

encouraging sign.
'TheNeverending Story II," which
has more corny dialogue than a Hee
Haw highlightfilm,begins with Bastian stealing a book from an antique
bookstore. When he begins reading
it, Basuan discovers that he is part of
the story.
While his father searches frantic-

TOP TEN COUNTDOWN
By Douglas R. Dempsey
Opinion/Feature Editor

Classes for next year's
freshmen
10. Bread and Bologna: Foundations of a sandwhich.
9. Shakespeare: His poetry rates a "10."
8. Subtraction: Addition's tricky pal.
7. Modern Mythology. (This class will meet on the
second floor of DeMoss Hall, across from the swimming pool and next to the basketball trophy case.)
6. Theater Appreciation. (There will be a $1 lab fee for
^
«»

5. Bunny rabbitts and puppy dogs: The fine art of hand
shadows.

>#-

4. Geography 101: Finding and conquering long lines.
3. Interpersonal Communication: Telling yourroomate
to shut up.

^

2.Modern Languages 100: Interpreting the cafeteria M,
menu.
1. Investigative Studies: Finding your adviser.

A nswers, Please

ally for his missing son, Bastian is off
on an adventure of trivial proportions. Bastian first arrives in Silver
City, an Ozlike town. Bastian has
with him the magical Orin which
grants him any wish he might make.
The Indian warrior Atrayu comes
along to help.
The boys head for the castle that
looks like a hand, home of the evil
lady who is threatening to destroy all
Fantasia (and bring an end to the
film). Along the way, Bastian makes
several wishes, something which
proves hazardous to his health.
The bad lady has a machine that
steals Bastian's memories every time
he makes a wish. When he has made
the predetermined number of wishes,
he will lose his memory, and the end
of Fantasia will be at hand. Not to
mention the end of the movie.
Bastian and Atrayu arrive at the
castle and devise a plan of attack.
Meanwhile, the bad lady is very unhappy because Bastian isn't making
enough wishes, something that would
hasten his demise and usher in the end
of the film.
The bad lady decides to befriend
Bastian and convince him that he has
defeated her. Bastian, being of the
not-so-bright variety, believes her.
Together the bad lady and Bastian
head for the Ivory Tower, home of the
childlike princess.
Eventually, Atrayufiguresout the
bad lady's plan and is on the verge of
saving Bastian when Bastian kills
him. Oops.
Finally, Bastian wises up and heads
back to the Silver City. When he
arrives, Bastian wishes for Atrayu to
be alive again. Then he wishes for the
bad lady to have a heart.
Magically, she turns into a good
person, and her evil reign over Fantasia ends. So does the film.
Save your buck, folks. "The Neverending Story II" is a bomb.

By the Champion Staff

We asked students:

What are you planning to do
during summer break?
"Work
and go to
national
karate tournaments."

John Barnette
Charlotte, N.C.

"Go to South
America on
a missions
trip."

Sheri Scharp
Kalamazoo, Mich.
"Work
and then,
hopefully,
nothing at
all."

Becky Scales
Bakersfield, Calif.

"Work hard
in order to
pay my
school bill."

Belkis Becerra
Havana, Cuba

"Preach!"

Daren Drzymala
Buffalo, N.Y.

'I'm going to
Canada to
visit my sis
ter."

Durdan Ana
Romania

Editor,
Congratulations to the 1990-91editors and staff of The Liberty
Champion and SELAH, the yearbook. Kevin Bloye, editor-in-chief of
the Champion and Steve Green, editor-in-chief of the SELAH, arc to be
commended for a job well done.
Over the past six years, I have been
privileged to review both The Liberty Champion before each issue
and the SELAH before each publication. Each year, I am pleasantly surprised with the improvement in quality and production. This is due, in the
main, to the training and instruction
given by Mrs. Ann Wharton and the
members of the Journalism Department.
Each year brings new challenges
and opportunities, and I am sure the
1991-92 editors and staffs of each of
these publications will champion the
challenges and seize the opportunities.
My role as the publisher's (LU)
representative has been rewarding and
educational. This has given me a tremendous insight into college student
life and its perpetual transition. I am
sure that anyone who might serve in
this role in the future would find it
equally rewarding.
Congratulations to all of you graduating seniors. It has been a real honor
and a privilege to serve you as an
instructor and administrator for the
past four years. I look forward to
hearing of great things being accomplished by all of you.
May Godrichlybless you and use
you.
Dr. Dennis F. Fields
VP for Administrative Relations

Adviser publicly
thanks senior
board members
Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity
to say a public thank you to the Liberty Champion staff. Once again
this group of students has undertaken
a Herculean task and faithfully met
every weekly deadline in order to
publish this newspaper.
Specifically, I want to recognize
our graduating seniors. Kevin Bloye
has provided overall leadership with a
steadiness which has been a calm
influence in the most trying circumstances. He has dedicated himself to
the job of checking details in order to
make the paper more professional,
and he has worked hard to build the
esteem with which the newspaper is
regarded by the students.
Curt Olson has travailed on this
newspaper for three years, contributing to its growth and development.
Under his leadership the campus

See LU Forum, Page 3
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writer doesn't
This is my sixth
attempt at writing
this stupid column,
and frankly I'm fed
up with trying.
You'd think that
after 7000 other journalistic pieces
that this one would present no problems. However, this just happens to
be the last one of my illustrious college career.
I wanted it to be the best piece I've
ever mustered. That's not too much to
ask is it? That's really all I ever wanted.
The whole time I've written my columns that's all I've wanted.
Why, for just one time in my life,
can't I get something I want? I've
tried. I really have tried to write
something. I mean, it's not like I
haven't tried. You can tell I've tried,
can't you?
I've written other columns with no
problems, haven't I? All through the
semester I've written columns with
no trouble at all. You're all out to get
me aren't you? I know: you hate me,
don't you? You hate me so much that
you want to kill me. You'd all like to
kill me, wouldn't you?
Yeah, it would make you really
happy to see me dead and not be able
to finish this column. That's what
you've wanted all semester isn't it?
Nothing would make you happier than
to see me writhe in pain, would it?
Hey, my pen is writing in blue ink.

You've sabotaged
my pen, haven't
JEFFREY
you? You show no
SIMMONS
mercy.
Staff Columnist
Why does this
" air keep filling up
my lungs? I can't stand the way it
makes my chest go in and out, in and
out Stop it! Make it stop! You put that
oxygen there to kill me, didn't you?
Who put this hair on my head?
Knock. Knock. Who's there?
"Please open the door, Mr. Simmons. We mean you no harm. We just
want to talk."
"Be gone you apparition of evil.
You'll never take me alive." Boom!
Crack! Smash! "Hey, what are you
doing with that jacket? I hate that
jacket Stop, you're hurting my arms.
I can't move. I can't breathe. Stop!
Where are you taking me?" Slam!
(Silence)
Dear readers, I'm truly sorry about
the previous, unattractive scene. Mr.
Simmons has obviously lost touch
with reality and is suffering from acute
insomnia and severe paranoia. He'll
be going away for a little while, so I' m
sure he'd want me to tell you he's
appreciated all of your support this
year and will truly miss you all.
In his parting words, dem weasels
are sneaky. Dare to be different And
finally in the philosophical words of
the great Bono, "Did I bug ya? I didn' t
mean to bug ya."

Honest Abe?

Lincoln's logs are a hoax
IOWA CITY, Iowa — Abraham
Lincoln's "birthplace cabin,"
which draws 300,000 tourists a
year, is a hoax, say s a National Park
Service official.
The actual cabin
where Lincoln was
born in 1809 disintegrated
before
Lincoln was elected
president in 1860,
saidDwightPitcaithley, park service
chief of cultural resources.
The "birthplace cabin" enshrined at the Abraham Lincoln
Birthplace National Historical
Site in Hodgenville, Ky., which is
administered by the National Park
Service, is the remains of two
hoaxes, Pitcailhley said.
It includes logs from a bogus
Lincoln "birthplace cabin" and
logs from an equally bogus "birthplace cabin" of Confederate
President Jefferson Davis, who
was born in 1811 near Fairview,
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Still, eating right is important to
who eats a candy bar every day for
breakfast or a roommate who always God. Remember how He blessed
eats a tub of buttered popcorn at the Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach and
Abednego when they followed His
movies.
Also, we should be careful to stay guidelines for eating by refusing to
thankful that we are so blessed with eat the king's meat in Babylon.
an abundant food supply in our coun- Similarly, we should follow the
try that we can choose between high- scientific guidelines God has shown
us for best providing for our bodand low-fat foods.
God clearly shows us in the Bible ies.
I hope this helps you determine
that the way we eat is not one of His
top priorities. Here are a few verses the proper role of nutrition in a
that can help keep the study of nutri- Christian's life. I wish each of you
a happy and healthful summer.
tion in its proper place in our lives:
I Corinthians 8:8 "But meat comIf you are still wondering about
mendeth us not to God: for neither, if
we eat, are we the better: neither, if we the answers to those questions in
the first paragraph, here they are
eat not, are we the worse.
I Corinthians 10:31 "Whether briefly: Most people eat enough
therefore ye eat, or vitaminsand minerals, so they don't
drink, or what- need a supplement. If they do
soever ye do, do all decide to take one though, it should
tothegloryofGod." not contain a megadose of any vitaITimothy4:3-5, min.
8 "Men who forbid
Fiber is important in the diet, but
marriage and advo- one should include all types by
cate abstaining from meat, which God eating a variety of whole grains and
has created to be received thankfully fruits and vegetables. No specific
by them which know and believe in type is magical.
the truth. ForeverycreationofGodis
Although fast food is notorigood, and nothing is to be refused, if ously high in fat and sodium, it
it be received with thanksgiving. For does not have to be eliminated from
itis sanctified by the word of God and a healthful diet altogether. Instead,
prayer....For bodily exercise profits one should either choose one of the
little, but godliness is profitable unto new, low-fat dishes most restauall things, having promise of the life rants offer now or be extra careful
that now is, and of that which is to to cut down on fat and sodium
come."
during the rest of the day.

LU Forum

ferent formulas to find the most potent. Our lust for the perfect PFS
TIMOTHY
weapon was sated when we unveiled
H0LLINGSW0RTH
the Colgate Aloe-Vera Cherry
Staff Columnist
Nyquil Foam Explosive Rubber
Bubble.
"You wouldn't!" I exclaimed.
In other words, a balloon filled
He only had a mild case of razor with shaving cream and cough mediburn when I saw him this morning, cine. I just wish Kent wouldn't
but he should have heeded my warn- have squeezed it so hard, because I
ing when I told him not to push the wanted to play with it a little longer.
blade toward his skin. If it's true that
By the time it was all over, it
there's nothing like lowering your looked as though we had fought in
ears a little, just think how great it is every major war of the century, not
to take them off completely.
to mention the fact that I was out of
"Do you have any balloons left shaving cream, Sun In, deodorant
over from our rat space station ex- and my new bottle of hairspray.
periment we did the other day?" (a Any bug that happened to fly in our
quite successful one I might add) I window was lucky if it managed to
asked Kent
stagger out alive because of the
"Yeah, why do you want to fumes.
Oh well, it's over now, and I guess
know?" he inquired.
We didn't realize that shaving I've learned a lot this semester, incream made such effective balloon cluding chemistry. Kent, I think
bombs. We found out very quickly. you'll make a great teacher of sciUnfortunately the poor bunny hop- ence someday, and you might even
ping around outside our window was get the chance if you would stop
trying to convert my water boots
pretty surprised himself.
We experimented with several dif- into torpedoes.

Ky., about 150 miles south of
Hodgenville. Pitcaithley concludes
the Lincoln "birthplace cabin" actually was brought from a neighboring
farm in 1895 by Alfred Dennett, a
New York-based entrepreneur.
Dennett purchased the
farm of Thomas Lincoln,
Abraham Lincoln's father, to develop it into a
tourist attraction.
Dennett needed something to lure Civil War
veterans from an encampment 50 miles away in
Louisville, according to
Pitcaithley, so Dennett instructed his agent in Kentucky, the
Rev. James Bigham, to build a log
cabin on the Lincoln farm.
Pitcailhley says Bigham bought a
two-story cabin from a neighboring
farm and had the best logs re-erected
on the Lincoln farm.
Those logs, which never sheltered
young Abraham Lincoln, went on a
long, circuitous journey before ending up in a memorial building in
Hodgenville.
The logs were erected at the Ten-

...,...
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' 47 pills to have an
As I sit down
adequate intake of
to write my last
DEBBIE
all the required
column (fiREECE
nutrients. Instead,
nally!), several
God provided all
possible topics
Copy Editor
the nutrients wc
cross my mind:
Arc vitamin/mineral supplements need in delicious foods that we all love
necessary? What role should fi- to eat. He also provided them in such a
ber play in the diet? How can one way that they can be split into four
eat healthfully at a fast-food res- simple groups. Thus, not only is good
nutrition important, it's easy and enjoytaurant?
However, all of these could able.
probably be answered in a couple
•How much should I care about
of sentences. Instead, I wanted to nutrition? Meanwhile, we must also
finish this column with the one realize that nutrition is only one of the
thing that I feel is most important many ways of caring for our bodies. It
for each of us to understand: how should only be one aspect of our bodyto put nutrition into perspective. care program.
This is best done by answering
Therefore, we should be careful not
two questions:
to become so in* Why should I care about nu- volved with eating
trition at all? Although we have right that we neglect
all heard it a thousand times, our other more important
bodies are the temple of the Holy things. We are also
Spirit so we have the responsibil- responsible to God
ity to care for them. Just as we for developing our
must be good stewards of the minds, spending time with the people
money and time God gives us, so He has put in our lives and nurturing a
we must be witti our bodies. This good relationship with Him. If it's a
includes eating right, exercising choice between spending time with
and seeing a doctor when we are your feeble grandmother and being
sick. Thus, we cannot simply dis- tempted by a slice of her apple pie
regard all of the nutritional knowl- that's loaded with fat and sugar or not
edge God has allowed our genera- spending time with her at all, it's easy
tion to have.
to see what your priority should be.
We are responsible to eat and drink
In addition, we should not develop a
to our health.
"holier than thou" attitude regarding
However, we don't have to take nutrition, looking down on a friend

Stress leads to strange
experiences in dorm

By CHARLES BULLARD
USA Today Wire Service

M l f

Nutrition:The how and why

It's Laughable

Editor's Note: The following stunts
were performed by professionals.
Do not attempt any of these acts at
home. •
They call it stress. It is the only
thing that will make you listen to 16
hours of the music that the 70' s Preservation Society sent you with your
subscription to Go Grow that Fro
magazine and enjoy it And there is
no time more stressful than the last
few weeks of a semester.
Pre-Final Syndrome (PFS) hit my
roommate and I last night I had decided to go ahead and start packing
because I make no bones about my
desire to see the 40 inches of rain
Louisiana received last week. Meanwhile, Kent was listening to nature
noises on his new CD player.
I guess the chirping crickets finally got to the two of us, and we
began to take drastic measures in
combatting our severe cases of PFS.
It started out quite innocently,
when I discovered an extra can of
shaving cream, and Kent found an
extra X-acto knife. "Have you ever
used a straight razor?" he asked me.

• •

nessee Centennial Exposition in
1897 along with a cabin purported to be the birthplace of Jefferson Davis.
The two cabins were dismantled and leased to the 1901
Pan-American
Exposition in Buffalo, N.Y. Following President William
McKinley's assassination at the
exposition, the cabins were
shipped to New York City's
Coney Island, where they became
a part of Luna Park.
During the journey, the logs
were intermingled.
By the time the Lincoln Farm
Association bought the 142 logs
for $1,000 in 1906, any connection between the logs and Jefferson Davis had been long forgotten, according to Pitcaithley.
Pitcaithley detailed his finding
in a paper, "A Splendid Hoax:
The Strange Case of Abraham
Lincoln's Birthplace Cabin," to
be delivered at the University of
Iowa. His paper and six others
will be presented at Shambaugh
Auditorium.

Our LU Baseball Team has been having unusual success in
recent games. I'm pretty-well convinced that, beside the hard
Continued from Page 2
coverage has become more thorough and far-reaching. work of players and coaches, the reason for that success is that
Although he applied for the position of editor-in-chief most of our team has made a determined effort to please the
last year, he was willing, at my request, to keep his po- Lord Jesus Christ and to do all of our playing for His glory and
sition as news editor because he had done such an ex- honor.
Oh, how God would bless our university if we would all ask
cellent job and I felt the paper would develop better if
our God to help remove from our personal lives and from our
he remained in that position. Thanks, Curt.
And then there's Kathie Donohue who has added campus all things that displease our Beloved Savior!
spark and consistency to the editorial and feature
pages. For two years she has performed this labor of
Coach Johnny Hunton
love on the Champion. Herfirstreaction when she
was asked to serve in this capacity was, "Who me?"
She has more than justified my confidence in her
ability.
Next comes Marvin Hamlett, thatfireball,who is
always willing to do one more page—well, maybe. He
has worked to see that the coverage of LU sports is as
thorough as he can make it. Minor sports have received
Editor,
more coverage under him than any other editor.
There have been many concerns regarding the Friday, April
And Kelly Burton has contributed to the organiza12 showing of "Dances With Wolves." I write this letter for no
tion and development of our advertising department
other reason than to reveal the truth. Due to the movie arriving
Because of her we will do a better job next year with
late and a lack of proper time management on my part, the last
greater efficiency, and, I'm convinced, a substantial
reel of "Dances With Wolves" was not edited. I apologize to all
increase in ad sales.
of those viewing the movie last Friday, and I apologize to the
In addition, I want to say thank you to all the other administration which has inappropriately been judged for the
seniors on the staff who have helped make this weekly
responsibility that was mine.
paper possible. Those include Evie Davis, Keri Burns,
It is unfortunate that many times when something offensive
Jeff Simmons and Tim Sears.
has happened or a certain job does not get done, there are those
A newspaper is just like a well-oiled machine. When students that feel it is their obligation to point their finger at the
every part is working right everything is great But administration and blame them. The movie was shown Friday
when even a small part malfunctions, everyone is in night with the assumption that it was completely edited. I did
trouble!
not get the job done. That was the problem, yet the administraThanks to all of you for all of your hard work.
tion is accused of "not setting the example" and "encouraging

Student explains
unedited film

worldly actions." If students would question before they
Ann Wharton, Adviser accused, I think there would be fewer rumors and a lot more
understanding. The fault lies with me not the administration,
and I have been dealt with accordingly.

Baseball coach
has high praise
for movie stand

Jamie George

Student concerned
Editor,
with senate bills
I praise the Lord for the "Forum" letter by Kim Davis!
The public "'and that she has taken in regard to campus Editor,
movies is certainly commendable. It is a shame that our
A number of bills passing in the senate over the past years,
Christian campus promotes Hollywood—edited or not! but particularly over the last two years, has been of concern to
However, Kim will be accused of "legalism"—as me. While I do not want to belittle the role of the senate, I think
most people are these days when they take a stand a greater part of their responsibility is to uphold what Liberty
against worldy activities.
University is all about.
It is nof'legalism":
I have seen real good bills like the reduction of parking fees
1. To obey God's command to "abstain from and the provision of a dry cleaning and travel service on
all appearance of evil." (1 Thess. 5:22)
campus. These are the kinds of things I understand the role of
2. To "love not the world." (1 John 2:15)
the senate to be. There may be instances when the senate takes
3. To"think on things lhatare true, honest, just, up issues that the students and administration do not see eye to
pure, lovely and of good report." (Phil. 4:8)
eye on. But at Liberty, like it should be everywhere, absolute
4. To "have no fellowship with the unfruitful standards are always necessary.
works of darkness." (Eph. 5:11)
In the last five years I have seen the destructive role the
5. To "touch not the unclean thing." (2 Cor. senate can play. The earliest of these came to my notice when
6:17)
they passed a bill and the administration conceded to allow
6. To "crucify the flesh with the affections and guys and girls to hold hands.
lusts." (Gal. 5:24)
I think there are other ways for people to express their
7. To "walk in the Spirit and not fulfill the lust feelings for each other besides holding hands. Are we forgetof the flesh." (Gal. 5:16)
ting that holding hands has different connotations for different
8. To "walk to please God." (1 Thess. 4:1)
people? What I see happening around campus because of the
9. To "please Him who has chosen" us to be phasing out of this simple rule is beyond my imagination.
"soldiers" of Christ. (2 Tim. 2:4)
Another recent bill which Dr. Fields addressed in his letter
At the 7 a.m. Thursday campus prayer meetings, we're in the April 23 issue of the Champion was the idea of church
praying for revival on our campus. We can't expect re- attendance. I think the attendance policy as it is now mandated
vival until administrators, faculty, staff and students is what makes this school different from other schools.
make an all-out effort toridour campus of Hollywood
movies and any other hinderances blocking revival.
Yaya Kassama
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CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES!
Congratulations Doug! You have done a
great job. We are proud of you and love
you. Ooh-rah! We know God has a blessed
future for you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Jim, Teri,
Nana and Laurie

Dear Fia,
You have made us so very proud of
you. Continue to go forward with
God, who loves you even more than
we do.
Dad & Mum

Your sweet, caring nature will endear you to your patients as it has
to your family. The Nursing Profession is enhanced with addition of
Darlene Robin Snow to its ranks.
May your goal be that of the Psalmist (16:8) to "set the Lord always
before you."
Dad & Mom, GrandparentsDreisbach & Snow

Congratulations to Gina
R. Mendenhall, our magna
cum laude graduate. We
are so proud of you earning your degree. All the
best and lots of love.
Dad & Mom
CONGRATULATIONS
HEATHER WAITS!
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU
AND WISH YOU GOD'S BEST
FOR YOUR FUTURE!
LOVE,
DAD, MOM
COURTNEY
ANDREW

Congratulations,
Brian Scharp!
We're Proud of You!
Love, Mom, Dad, & Sheri

Congratulations
Denise Pugh
U l e r e proud of gou.
Loue, Dad, M o m ,

Michael Samuel Adams
Congratulations to "Our
Special Graduate!" We're
very proud of your hard
work and accomplishments.
To God Be The Glory!!

& Wayne
To the love of my life, Tracey
Bryant, Congratulations on 4
years of dedication and hard
work. You will always be Mrs.
Wonderful!
I

1
10

BobDonnelly + hard work
+ God-given ability20 =

B.S. in Math + Congratulations
[family delight]
l_.

_l

Sandra Tucker,
Congratulations Honey,
You Did It! You worked so hard
and we are proud of you!
Love, Mom and Dad
Congratulations Lisa McVicar,

In Ceiu of cash gifts, the
!M.C.C. SingCes would Like
to congratulate
Brian
Titswortn on j i n a i t u
matriculating. 1J uou ever
fall, justcait ancCwe'UneCp
you up. 1J you need cash,
call your Dad.

To our loving daughter. We are so proud of our
Champion. And we thank the Lord for you
daily. May God richly bless you, as you graduate and continue on life's path for "Him".
Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations
to our lovely daughter, Lorraine!
God has blessed your efforts "Lanie" as you
have trusted Him for all things. Yeah!
Love,
Mom and Dad

L

KRISTEN'PUNKIN'LflNGILLE
CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATE!!
LOUE MOM
and t h e "KITTIES"

)

To Timothy Brian Brady
Congratulations: We are very proud
of you for all your hard work. We
thank God for such a wonderful son,
brother & uncle.
"Thanks Tim"
Love,
Mom & Dad
Deanna, Crystal, Scott & Danny

J

CONGRATULATIONS MARC, 1
May 10th & Dec 21st!
YOU MADE IT, YOU DID IT,
WE'RE PROUD!
GOD BLESS AND DIRECT YOU!
"TRUST IN THE LORD...IN ALL
THY WAYS..." Pr. 3:5,6
LOVE,
MOM & DAD
To Letha Carolyn Holder,
Our little girl, our reward, and
heritage given to us by God. You
are a lethal weapon in our hands.
Ps. 127:3,4 We are so proud of you.
LOVE,
Mom & Dad
Psalms 127:3,4
Lo, children are an heritage of the
Lord...As arrows are in the hand of
a mighty man; so are the children
of the youth.

news
Vision begins music ministry
April 30, 1991

By CURT W. OLSON

Proverbs 29:18 states, "Where there
is no vision, the people perish."
The five LU students that comprise the band Vision desire to do just
that, give the "vision" of Christ to a
generation of teenagers searching for
answers.
Thefive-memberband performed
itsfirstconcert April 18 at LU. The
purpose of the concert was to raise
the necessary money to produce a
demonstration tape for a possible recording contract.
Although Vision is shooting for
the possibility of a recording contract, the group is relatively new.
The group's veteran, Lance Smith,
came in contact with two members
of the group Excathedra, which won
the Search 1990 award for best group
performance. The two members from
Excathedra who joined the group were
Jeremy West and Torrie Monroe.
This semester, two other LU students became involved in Vision,
Steve Andrews and Josh Sampson.
Vision's first performance was
April 19 at Straight Street Straight
Street is a local youth center for
Christian teenagers which offers fellowship and entertainment.
Vision took the job of ministering

photo by Jeffrey A. Cot*

Two members of Vislon.Jeremy West (left) and Torrie Monroe (right), perform during their
first LU concert.
to teens seriously. "We are trying to to be a tool for youth as they wor- recording contract) is being in the
reach the teens on the streets," ship Christ and the third goal is to right place at the right time, but we
Smith commented.
provide quality Christian entertain- know there are no chances. It's all of
Each band member must sign an ment The goals were taken from His will."
agreement which outlines his goals Proverbs 29:18, Matthew 28:19,20
Smith said that Vision has been in
and motives for entering the Chris- and Psalms ISO: 2-6.
contact with Strong House Records.
tian music industry.
Although they are just starting as a Vision will be opening for some
Vision developed a personal con- band, Smith said Vision is hopeful groups on the Strong House label next
tract to make sure all members un- about getting a recording contract year.
derstood the purpose of the group. "We are just praying that the Lord's
However, Vision also has had conSmith explained the group's goals: will be done."
tact with Petra's John Schlitt and Mithe first goal is to reach young people
He continued: "Everyone in the chael W. Smith associates, and the
with the Gospel; the second goal is record business says that it (getting a demos will go to those people.

GRAD
WISHESI
CONT.
BRIAN SOISTMANN
Congratulations!
We're so proud of

you. We love you.
Pr.3:5,6
Mom, Dad, Barb,
Bill, Terri
proud

Vou,

Dear Tim:
Congratulations from all our family for
achieving one of the major goals of your life! Thank
you for all your hard work in the classroom and on
the court; and especially for the scholarship
assistance you earned.
May you continue to seek the Lord's
guidance as you go on to graduate school. How
thankful we are for your dedication to Christ and
your witness as you played on Liberty's Basketball
team this year. We love you and our prayers are
with you! Mom, Dad, Beth, Jim & Rebecca

Mm Step into the past at the historic

Ivanhoe
$

if'
Bed & Breakfast
y Twenty minutes from campus in a
peaceful rural setting. Reasonable rates
Pets welcomed.
804-332-7103

The student senate debated several campus improvement bills during its final session Thursday, and
SGA President Paul Davis explained his veteo of the Candidate
with Experience AcL
The bill which requires prospective SGA candidates to have at least
one semester of student government
experience was passed by the senate April 25.
"The theory is valid. However,
there are other ways students can
receive leadership qualities on campus besides SGA, " Davis said.
"Students can get involved in one
of die campus clubs. Also the bill
prevents SGA from being open to
new ideas; and it would eliminate a
large number of the student body
from getting involved,"he continued.
Sen. Scott DeBoer sponsored a
legislation calling for the installation of speed bumps around the
dorm circle with the possibility of
campuswide installation. DeBoer
said that the cost to install one speed
bump is approximately $100 to
$200.
The bill passed the senate.
DeBoer also sponsored two bills
asking that campus sidewalks be

repaired.The first bill dealt with
die sidewalk in front of the Vines
Center, and the second bill targeted
the sidewalks in front of the Hancock Building.
DeBoar said,"The first thing you
see when you come on the campus
is the football stadium, then die
Hancock Building and then die
matted grass in front of the Hancock Building."
DeBoar also said, "It is not a
minimal cost, but it should be
done for the look of the campus."
The bill failed the senate.
Two bills passed the senate by
unanimous consent. Thefirstbill
called for naming the dorms. The
second bill called for funds forcampus beautification and for
campus clubs to become part of
the beautification project.
Another bill, The Crime Authority Act, sponsored by Sen. Erik
Madison, asks that students be informed during hall meetings oftheir options when a crime occurs
The bid passed the senate.
Thefinalproposal, sponsored by
Sen.. William Trippett, calls for
die creation of a SGA reference library which would have material
regarding other umiversity's student governments.
This bill passed the senate.

barest "Kev",
What an appropriate day for us to send CONGRATULATIONS to
our "CABOOSE" and VERY SPECIAL SON; this, our 31st
anniversary! We are so very proud of you, and pray God's very
best in your life's endeavors!
WE LOVE YOU!
MOM & DAD
Dearest "Boons"
WAYT0G0! KEEP ON KEEPING ON! WE ARE SO PROUD OF
YOU, AND SO THANKFUL YOU'RE ONE OF US!
WE LOVE YOU!
YOUR SIBLINGS & BROTHERS-IN-LAW, & NEPHEW
Karen/Scott, Kandi/My, Kim/Bobby, & Matthew

fttoite

CAR A I M TRUCK mMm

RENTALS: NEW & USED - BY THE DAY, WEEK, MONTH
LOW RATES

Odd I Hon

s IBM PS/2 is a lot easier to use
than that vacuum you sent me!"

• CARS • TRUCKS • MOVING VANS • PASSENGER VANS • RV

Lowell,
Congratulations on a
job well done! Best
wishes in your
endeavors. We hope
you get that much
longed-for museum
job.
Love,
Mom and Dad

The Grease Monkey
ii

By CURT W. OLSON

of

you Guy ! H«*y
the Lord aldiays
us© y© u as you
go from here ot
Liberty to
Florida Stote
, Me L o v e

SGA ends 1991 session
Champion Reporter

Champion Reporter

'Me ' r e
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LONG-TERM LEASING AVAILABLE
ALL MAKES • DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN
OLD FOREST RD. & RT. 221

385-5101
^fflwa&to WOW', $»•
Air Tickets
Cruises
Rental Cars

Amtrak
Tours
Hotels

Let our travel professionals
help with all your travel needs

804-237-8087
7212 Timberlake Rd.
W e are located in the DeMoss Bldg.

582-2854

No Appointment Necessary
And count on thorough work too!

How're you going to do it?
Even in an untidy room, you can turn out some neat work on an IBM
Personal System/2.® With its preloaded software, IBM Mouse and color
display, its easy to learn and fun to use/ruin it on and its readv to go.
No time wasted installing urograms. Polish oil a pile
of unfinished reports, papers and other assignments in
sli rt order. And add some impressive graphics lor the
finishing touch.
You're entitled to a special student price and you can
pay it oil in affordable installments with the PS/2CK) Loan
for Learning* Get more work done in less time and you
may even have enough time to clean Your room.

S T U D E N T S , FACULTY & STAFF

The
Best Gift
you could ever give your car!

•ytvespz^

i — — — COUPON - — — - i

$/|00

4
OFF

FULL SERVICE
OIL CHANGE
Reg. $23 9 5
(4 WD Slightly Higher)
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATEDJ
ImiRRVI
WITH COUPON
i n U H H Y ! EXPIRES 5/18/91

1

Not valid with other specials or coupons

Radisson Hotel
Lynchburg
• Centrally Located Downtown

• 2 4 3 Elegant Rooms
• Relaxing Lounge
With Nightly Entertainment
• Enjoy Local Flavor in the Country
Setting of Jefferson's Restaurant
"FOR RESERVATIONS CALL'
LOCAL HOTELS
Radisson Hotels - Lynchburg

601 Main St
) Minute Oil Chang* » Lt*» Proe

2735 Wards Road

i

<§

IBM has ten new PS /2 systems
available at a considerable discount to
Liberty University students, faculty
and staff. For more information, please
contact Eric Fleegal, IBM collegiate
representative, at 582-4370.

528-2500

OUT OF TOWN RESERVATIONS
Radisson Hotels

• 1 his oiler 15 available only 10 qualilied students, laculty and sla'l who purchase IBM PS/2 s through participating campus outlets Orders are subject to
availability. Prices are sub|ecl to change and IBM may withdraw the oiler at any time without written notice
•IBM, Personal System/2, and PS/2 are registered trademarks ol International Business Machines Corporation
' I B M Corporation 1990

Toll Free - Dial " 1 " & Then. . 800-333-3333

i
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Debate coach steps down

Yearbooks to be distributed

BEN LaFROMBOIS

risen to the elite ranks in the debate explained.
circuit. Last year the team finished
The school's commitment is vital
Brett O'Donnell, coach of LU's third in the nation and sent one team to the program. O'Donnell apprecitop rated debate team, will resign to the National Debate Tournament ates the financial commitment of the
his teaching and coaching positions for the second consecutive year.
school for next year. "I'm not leavto pursue a Ph.D. in speech commuThis year's team earned more ing because of the lack of commitnication at Penn State University points on the debate circuit than any ment," he said. In the future
team had ever O'Donnell hopes that "funding levels
this fall.
_ — _ » _ _ ____
earned, placing will remain the same as this year."
The decision
"He
(O'Donnell)
is
the
LU second in the
by O'Donnell,
A replacement is currently being
which comes af- single most important nation. George sought, O'Donnell reported. The
Mason Univer- school has been searching for an aster the debate
team's most suc- factor in the teams sity also had an sistant coach for 1 1/2 years.
outstanding year O'Donnell will work with the processful season success"
which allowed gram until he leaves July 31.
e v e r , was
—Michael Hall
them to eclipse
prompted by his
The students are O'Donnell's
need for more credentials. "If one is LU in the rankings.
greatest reward for working in deto remain in education they must
The increased maturity of the pro- bate. "You can have a great impact on
have a doctorate. This is an opportu- gram under O'Donnell's leadership a student's life," he said. "The seniors
nity I may never get again, so I'm was evidenced this year at the Na- are the first group of kids I worked
going to take it now," he said.
tional Debate Tournament. For the with at Liberty. They can take it to
O'Donnell received his bachelor's first time LU debate qualified two newer heights. They are the type of
people who can lead the rest of the
degree from Liberty University and teams, the maximum allowable.
his master's from Penn State. Penn
The team's progression during the team."
State offered O'Donnell an assis- past three years is equivalent to what
Team members said they will feel
tantship and full-tuition scholar- the George Mason coach was able to the loss of their coach and friend.
ship in conjunction with the doctor- accomplish in 12 years, according to 'There is not a coach in the nation that
ate program. O'Donnell said he will what theGMU coach told Timothy spends as much time with the team.
be teaching at Penn State while earn- Edwards, a varsity debater. Next year He has been the single most important
ing his doctorate.
the team members and O'Donnell factor in the teams success," Michael
The decision to leave was not eas- foresee Liberty debate as being "two Hall, a varsity debater, said. "Brett is
one of the best friends I've had at
ily made. "My wife and I prayed of the top teams in the nation."
hard about the offer. It was a tough
O'Donnell's desire is to see debate Liberty. He is the one I went to talk to
decision because of the students and continue to improve. "I hope and pray when making a decision."
the school," O'Donnell said. "The that the school and students will stay
"He (O'Donnell) was a friend in
Lord has opened the door," he added. committed," O'Donnell said. "I'm every way, shape and form. He
During O'Donnell's three-year very happy with the commitment the crossed the line from being a coach to
tenure as debate coach, the team has school's made with the program," he being a friend," Edwards said.
City Newt/Layout Editor

photo by Jeffrey S. Smith

Jennifer Brendan, Selah staff member, looks over the 1990-91 edition of Selah,
Liberty's annual yearbook. The book will be distributed May 1 (11 a.m.-3 p.m.), May 2
(10 a.m.-3 p.m.) and May 3 (11 a.m.-3p.m.).

Evaluation

plete the program.
The National Teachers Exam results continue to climb every year.
Theresultsare an indication that the
overall qualifications of the graduates are improving.
The NTE exam is divided into
three sections including communication skills, general knowledge and
professional knowledge. The average
score on the communications skills
was 664.1 on a scale of 610-691. The

Continued f r o m Page 1
later date, we'll be in even better
shape," Gaunt said.
"These results suggest that Dr.
Falwcll's belief and committment to
excellence without sacrificing any
spiritual considerations is being successfully carried out," Gaunt said.
Another indication of excellence
in the teacher training program is the
scores attained by those who com-

general knowledge scores increased
four points while the professional
knowledge increased two points.
Two students scored in the ninetyninth percentile. "These are factors
that cause us to feel very good about
what we're seeing," Gaunt said.
"What we accomplish is being
done through the mercy and guidance of God from whom all blessings flow," Gaunt said.

Thomas Jefferson;

Academic honors
Constitutional rights
discussed in final forum

By LISA STEiGERWALT
creative constitutionalist, Jefferson
Champion Reporter
wanted to limit the power of the naJeffersonian constitutional rights tional government and to "nourish
provided the theme of this year's personal liberty," Rist explained.
final lecture given by Boyd C. Rist,
Jefferson desired a written
dean of arts and sciences.
constitution that was "governed by
Phi Alpha Theta, LU's history fundamental
law" which was
honor society, sponsored the event "drafted by a convention and ratified
which was held April 16 in DH 116. by the people," Rist said.
Dean Rist addressed 230 students
Rist assessed Jefferson in his secand faculty members on Jefferson's ond role as one having a "speculative
role in the formation of the and inventive disposition stimulated
constitution.
by European intellectuals." JefferFirst, a video hosted by Charles son advocated the frequent alteraKuralt provided an overview of Jef- tions of the constitutional policy
fersonian philosophy. Jefferson was through the amendment process.
presented as a man who's consuming
As a practical constitutionalist, Jefpassion was to bring liberty to the ferson advocated the strict construcnation.
tion of the Constitution and warned
Kuralt said, "He gave up all pur- against the dangers of its loose "opsuits to pursue liberty." Jefferson was erations and interpretations," Rist
an "employee of the people, not inter- said. Jefferson desired a government
ested in honors, but liberty."
which was "rigorously frugal."
Rist presented a three-part outline,
Although he preferred his private
considering the distinctive roles of life to his public life, Jefferson was
Jefferson as a creative, speculative committed to his responsibility to
and practical constitutionalist Asa "maximize personal liberty."
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PRIVATE TOWNHOUSE
NEXT TO LU!
FREE

OUTDOOR PURSUITS
PAINTBALL, AIRGUN GAMES
At least the second most fun you'll ever have!
Play all d a y for u n d e r $25*
W e e k d a y & g r o u p rates available.
T o u r n a m e n t s with cash prizes beginning soon.
Call n o w for reservations:

• Washer and Dryer
• Walk to Class
• Full Bath
• Cable TV
• 24 Hour Phones
• Living Room and Full Kitchen

1-800-966-GAME
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PRIVATE ROOM $175 HURRY CALL NOW 522-9007
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<? TREE SERVICE X

COBBLER'S
BOOT SHOP
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Two LU students were awarded the Jo Anne J. Trow Award for being
outstanding sophomore Alpha Lambda Delta members. The national organization awarded them a certificate plus $100 each. The two students are:
Elayna G. Mentone and Bryan Wyatt.
The four Alpha Lambda Delta students who achieved 4.0 GPAs for their
college work are: Robert Donnelly, Karen Hatchfield, Lynette Jaffrey
and Kerry Zook,
Robert Donnelly was also the recipient of the Maria Leonard Book
award.
A banquet was held at the Hilton April 16 in honor of these Alpha Lambda
Delta students and other Alpha Lambda Delta seniors who achieved a 3.5or-better GPA.
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Baseball
is better
than ever
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Baseball wins 30th
By MIKE GATHMAN

winning streak going into the game
against LU. Tech's record dropped to
The Liberty University baseball
22-18.
team won its 30th game of the season
On Tuesday, the Flames defeated
for the first time since it joined DiviRadford University on the road by a
sion 1 in 1989 by sweeping a doublescore of 9-5. The Flames were led by
header from the University of North
Brady, who was 3 for 4 including a
Carolina-Greensboro Saturday, 12-8
double, a triple and two runs scored.
The 1991 Flames baseball team and 14-5.
Robbins also collected three hits for
has surpassed expectations and
With the doubleheader sweep, the
LU.
turned things around with many of Flames have improved their season
Mac McDowell started for the
the same names as last year. Last record to 30-11-1. The last time the
Flames and pitched seven innings,
season this corps of ballplayers Flames won 30 or more games was
giving up three earned runs on nine
turned in a 23-24-1 record; this 1983 when the Flames won 40 playhits. The win lifted McDowell's recyear they are 30-11-1 to date.
ing Division 2 baseball under Coach
ord to 4-1 for the season. Torrance
Playing in the NCAA Division 1 Al Worthington.
and Chris Wick pitched the eighth
for only the third year, the Flames
In the Flames' second game of the
and ninth respectively for LU. The
have won their 30th game of the day, third-baseman Bill Speek led
loss dropped Radford's record to 15season and still have five to go. Liberty as he collected three doubles
26-1.
Coach Johnny Hunton's personal and scored two runs, capping off a
On Wednesday, the Flames lost 4goal for this season was to win 30 perfect 7-for-7 day for the sophomore
3 in 10 innings in only the team's
games. That was in January. This slugger. Liberty won the game 14-5,
third loss since starting the season 8is late April, and now he would like marking its fifth win of the week.
8 against the University of Maryland.
to win 33 or 34 games. Why the
LU pitcher Chad Fox started the
The Flames were down 3-0 in the
change in Hunton's thinking, and game arid pitched five shutout ineighth when Brady hit his seventh
why are the Flames so much better? nings, giving up only one hit while
homc run of the season to tie the game
The Flames lost two standout striking out four and walking two.
at3-3. The game then went to the 10th
players from last year's team to the The win improved Fox's record to 4photo by Paul KuninoM
inning, and the Flames lost on a bloop
majors when outfielder Todd 0 for the year.
Liberty's Bill Speek dives safely into home plate against U N OGreensboro Saturday.
single to left that scored the winning
Samples and pitcher Frank Speek
Liberty had its biggest inning of the Flames in the seventh and gave up one innings while striking out three. Only of the eighth before Chris Wick came run.
signed pro contracts. However, game in the bottom of the fifth when
run on one hit and a wild pitch. The one run was earned on a homer by the in to close the game.
Toby Toburen started the game for
most of the players on the team this they sent 11 batters to the plate and
For the day Liberty collected 36 Liberty and gave up two runs. Chris
game ended when catcher Bill Bald- Spartan's lead-off hitter Garris. The
year were on the team last season. scored six runs. Kreider led off with win threw out the Spartan's John
win improved Ashby's season record hits and scored 26 runs. In addition to Wick lost the game for LU, dropping
This year the same bunch of ball- a walk, and then Robbins was hit by a Garris trying to steal third base.
Speek's perfect day, Bream was 7 for his record to 2-2.
to 4-2.
players have turned things com- pitch. Speek then followed with his
The win improved Liberty' s record
The Flames took an 11-2 lead into 9, scoring three runs and knocking in
The win improved the Terrapins'
pletely around.
third double of the game, knocking in to 30-11-1 while dropping UNC- the eighth inning, and then UNC- four. Brahn collected five RBI's in record to 19-23-1 for the year. TerraI suggest one reason for the his team leading 43rd RBI of the year. Greensboro's record to 9-32 in their
Greensboro started its comeback bid. the two games, giving him 34 for the pin pitcher Charles Devereux won the
change is a great mix of young and Kulp slapped his third hit of the game inaugural baseball season.
LU pitcher Rob Egel was greeted in season.
game, improving his record to 3-3.
old players. Seniors Doug Brady knocking two runs in. Christensen
The Flames had attacked the ball the seventh inning with Garris' secOn Monday, the Flames defeated
On Thursday night, the Flames
and Chris Robbins lead the team in then doubled, putting runners on sec- early when shortstop Doug Brady led
ond home run of the game to dead Virginia Tech on the road by a score played Radford University at Lynbatting with both batting near .380. ond and third. Bream, Coleman and with a triple. Center-fielder Mike
center field. Egel then struck out the of 8-6. The Flames were led by Speek, chburg City Stadium and came away
New stars, such as third-baseman Brady hit three consecutive singles, Kreider then followed with an RBI
next two batters before the Spartans who hit a three-run homer, and Rob- with a 3-2 victory when Christensen
Bill Speek, who is batting near scoring two more runs before the groundouL Chris Robbins and Speek
bins, who was 3 for 4, including knocked in the winning run in the
started their attack.
.370, and pitcher Kris Morton, who inning finally ended. The score was then got on; and Phil Kulp followed
The next three Spartan baiters knocking in the tie-breaking run in bottom of the ninth.
is 5-0, have led the surge to a great now 14-0 after five innings.
with an RBI single, giving the Flames singled, walked and homered, giving the sixth.
The Flames had numerous chances
season.
Pitcher Matt Davis came in to re- a 2-0 lead after one inning.
Kris Morton started for LU and to score early in the game and did not
the team three more runs. Then, after
There is no individual player that lieve Fox in the top of the sixth inning
In the first game, Liberty won 12-8 an error, LU brought in Casey Mit- pitched 4.2 innings giving up five get clutch hits. Strong pitching from
has carried the team this season. and gave up four runs in the inning on despite a late-inning surge by the tauer to finish the inning. Mittauer runs on six hits while walking three
four Flames hurlers is all that kept LU
Last year, Speek won nearly half of four hits, a walk and with the poor de- Spartans. Liberty pounded out 18 hits gave up a double and a single before and striking out three. Fox pitched
in the ballgame.
the games for LU. This year it has fense behind him. Liberty committed led by Speek and Bream, who each getting the final out of the inning. The 2.1 innings of relief, giving up one run
The Highlanders scored both of their
been a combined and well-dispersed two errors in the inning but still led collected four hits. Brahn had three Spartan's scored six times in the in- while picking up the win. Mike Torruns in the third inning on twodoubles
effort by the whole team to win. No 14-4 going into the seventh and final hits including a three-run homer.
ning to close to within three runs, 11- rance pitched the ninth, picking up his and a walk. After that the Flames
pitcher has more than five wins. inning.
second save of the year.
Rodney Ashby started the game for 8.
Offensively, everyone has contribTim Collins came in to pitch for the Liberty and gave up two runs in six
Virginia Tech had a seven-game
LU scored once more in the bottom
See Baseball, Page 8
uled to help make Liberty a com .,. —
petitive team. Seven of the regular
starters are hitting above .290.
One key ingredient to the Flames'
success this year is that they have
an incredible offense, although the
numbers are similar to last season's. By MIKE GATHMAN
bring in here at Liberty to help solidmake an immediate impactrightaway Canadian Olympic Team."
commented
The team was batting .310 before Sports Editor
as a freshman," coach Rick Reeves
The third signee is Renee White, a
The fourth signee is Anna Barring- ify us at the Division 1 level."
Saturday's 36-hit explosion in two
Thefifthsignee for women's basThe women's basketball team has stated.
5-foot-8-inch guard from Bucking- ton, a 5-foot-4-inch point guard from
games against UNC-Greensboro.
signedfivenew players for the 1991The second signee is Heather ham High School in Buckingham, Worthington Christian High School ketball is Ginny Coleman, a 5-footThe double-play combo of Doug 92 school year.
Lawrence, a 6-foot-4-inch center from Va. White averaged 21.3 points per in Worthington, Ohio. Barrington 8-inch point guard from Etowah High
Brady and Chris Robbins are tearThefirstsignee is Marsha Houff, a Georgetown High School in Ontario, game, 8.0 rebounds and 4.0 assists. averaged 22.5 points per game, 4.7 School in Woodstock, Ga. Coleman
ing up the baseball, batting near
5-foot-8-inch guard from Fort Defi- Canada. Lawrence averaged 14.0 White was a four-year letter winner rebounds and 7.0 steals. Barrington averaged 18.6 points per game, 6.0
.380 each. Both have improved
ance High School in Fort Defiance, points per game, 9.0 rebounds and 8.0 and two-year team Most Valuable was selectedfirstteam All-State, first rebound, 8.0 assists and 8.0 steals last
from last season's numbers. The
Va. Houff averaged 17.2 points per assists. Lawrence also led Geor- Player. White was selected as Out- team All-Buckeye Conference and year. Coleman was selected Allpower numbers are similar as well
County, All-District and Christian
game, 6.1 rebounds and 3.0 assists getown to two regional and 12 tourna- standing Rebounder for the last two first team All-District.
for the team. Danny Brahn leads
years, leading her team to a 19-3 recThe Buckeye Conference and Athlete of the year for two seasons.
while leading her team to an 18-2 ment championships.
the Flames with nine home runs,
season. Houff was selected All-ValReeves said: "Heather is the type of ord. "I feel that we got one of the top Central Ohio District 4 named her Coleman wasalso Cherokee Tribune's
followed by Phil Kulp and Brady
ley District, All-Region and team's player we need to help take our pro- players in central Virginia in signing player of the year while leading her "County Player of the Year." Reeves
with seven each.
Most Valuable Player for the past two gram to the next level. She is a very White. I believe that she was a very team toa 53-16 record during her four said: "Ginny will add more depth to
Another key ingredient to winseasons.
strong player who possesses fine successful player in high school and years. Reeves said: "I'm very excited our point-guard position. We look for
ning ball games is good pitching.
"I am pleased to get a player like moves and a good shot. I think she has that she can showcase her talents even about Anna's decision to attend LU.
The team's pitching has changed
See Slgnings, Page 8
Marsha. I believe she can come in and a legitimate shot at playing on the more on the collegiate level," Reeves Anna is the type of player we want to
completely from last season as far
as numbers are concerned. Last
year's staff posted a 5.44 overall
earned-run average. This season
that has dropped to a very respectable 3.69, including last Thursday's
games. This is a big turnaround,
considering six of this year's pitchBy PAMELA WALCK
Bream credits Coach Sue Kelly
ers also threw last season.
Champion Reporter
for
the encouragement and confiBy
ERIC
Y0DER
featuring teams like the Santa Monica
All of last year's pitchers have
Liberty
University
may
be
saying
dence
to take on such a venture.
Champion
Reporter
Track Club and gold-medal athletes
improved since last season, makfarewell
to
another
Champion
for
"Coach
Kelly pursued athletics,
About
30,000
spectators,
and
the
such as Carl Lewis. This fact, howing this year's staff a strong one.
Christ
at
the
end
of
this
semester,
as
pushing
me to the national level
ESPN
viewing
audience,
watched
the
ever, provided little consolation to
New freshmen pitchers have thrown
junior
Theresa
Bream
enters
sports
and
a
national
team. She put confiLiberty
Men's
Relay
Team
run
its
the Flames relay team, who traveled
well this season, also. This year's
on
a»
ttional
level.
Bream,
who
redence
in
me
that
I would not usufastest
time
of
the
season
in
the
4
x
to Penn with the intention of qualifystaff is not dominated by any one
cenUy
made
the
preliminary
Olymally
have.
She
pushed
me to try out
400
meter
at
the
97th
annual
Penn
ing.
pitcher like last year's staff was. I
pic
Handball
Team,
will
be
leaving
for
teams
I
would
have
never tried
Relays.
"I think we have a lot to prove to
The team has confidence in more
Liberty
to
attend
the
National
Sports
out
for
before,"
Bream
said emo"Our
adrenalin
was
running
super
other relay teams, that even though
than one or two pitchers this seaFestival
in
Los
Angeles
in
early
tionally.
high
on
Friday
because
we
thought
we are a relatively small school we
son, many of whom are young and
July.
Bream admits that she will defithat we had qualified for the final can still compete with the best of
will be back next season.
At
the
National
Sports
Festival,
nitely
miss her friends and teamround
of
competition,"
team
member
them," Mosley said.
Anotherreasonfor the Flames'
Bream
will
be
competing
foraplace
mates
if she chooses to train in
Gerald
Mosley
said.
"On
Saturday
In other performances, the 4 x 800
great season is this year's coaching
on
one
of
the
Olympic
Handball
handball
for a year. Though this
we
ended
up
in
sixth
place,
just
one
team turned in a time of 7:42.1 with
staff. Hunton has done an excellent
traveling
teams.
The
festival
will
will
bea
time
of sorrow, it will also
spot
away
from
making
the
lop
five
individual limes as follows: Brett
job in hisfirstseason as the Flames'
play
a
major
factor
in
Bream'
s
decibe
a
time
of
adventure
for Bream.
tile
photo
cuts;
we
knew
we
should
have
been
in
Honeycult, 1:55.2; Brent Squires,
skipper. The players like him, and
Theresa
Bream
sion
whether
to
continue
in
team
Looking
at
this
as
a
new
opporthe
playoffs."
1:55.7; Damien Bates, 1:56.8; and
he has the respect of the team.
when
she
was
informed
that
she
made
handball
or
to
return
to
Liberty
in
tunity
to
share
her
testimony,
The
relay
team
warmed
up
on
FriMark Szkolnik, 1:55.4. In the colleHunton gives a lot of credit to the
the handball team preliminaries. "The Bream realizes the significance of
the fall.
coaches around him. Dave Pastors day by running the 4 x 200 with a giate pole vault, Jeff Juhala reached a
girls cut from the volleyball team the task. "I'll be required to setmyThough
the
festival
is
not
until
time
of
1:27.34.
height of 15-8.
has done an excellent job with the
were asked to return for a mini-hand- self as an example for others out in
early
July,
Bream
has
a
lot
of
trainThe
same
team
ran
its
seasonal
"I was not disappointed with the
pitchers, and Greg Morhardt has
ball demo and try out. I gave it a shot the sports world. I'll need to let my
ing
and
preparation
to
do
before
best
later
that
day
with
individual
team's overall performance because
done well with the hitters. This
and made it. I was surprised!" Bream light shine," Bream commented.
participating
in
the
competition.
times
as
follows:
Johnny
Prettyman,
in three weeks we go to the IC4A
year's coaching staff definitely reexplained.
Preparation
will
be
a
key
factor
for
With supportive family and
48.1
seconds;
Robert
Udugba,
47.4;
Outdoor Championships, and it looks
ceives high marks for the job they
Team
handball,
a
sport
comprised
Bream.
"I
don't
get
that
much
time
friends,
encouraging coaches and
Mosley,
47.5;
and
anchorman
Scott
like we have a really good chance of
have done.
to train before the games. I'll will of a mixture of different sports, is a her Christian brothers and sisters
Queen with a fast 46.5. The total time qualifying," head coach Brant Tblsma
Overall, the Flames have been an
have to be at my very best for the game of intense competition. Only behind her, Bream will be setting
of 3:09.70 was a good time but not said.
exciting team to watch this season,
competition," Bream stated seri- six players are on the court at a lime, out on a new future with the
quite good enough to qualify for the
Next week the team will be off for
both when they were batting and
and Bream's goal is to make one of Olympic Handball Team this sumously.
finals.
academic finals, and the following
whenthey tookthefield. The team's
the traveling teams. The traveling mer that she hopes will lead to a
Bream,
who
originally
tried
out
A sixth-place finish al the Penn week it will travel to North Carolina
major strength is a good balance in
teams participate in tournaments such spot on the 1992 Olympic Handfor
the
Women's
Olympic
Volleyall aspects of the game including its Relays is noteworthy in a field of for the University of North Carolina
as the Pan Am Games.
ball
Team,
was
extremely
surprised
ball Team.
competition that is 14,000 strong, Invitationals.
batting, pitching and coaching.
Sports Editor

Six basketball recruits sign

Theresa knows handball?

Penn relays set stage
Bream
aims
for
Olympics
for championships
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—Baseball

Golfers finish
on an up beat
By PAMELA WALCK
Champion Reporter

The Liberty golf team ended its
season on a positive note as it
placed 16 out of 17 teams, some
nationally ranked, at the UVa/Cavalier Classic in Charlotte, Va., this
weekend.
Led by Chris Turner with 77-7376 (226) and Todd Casabella with
69-79-79 (227), the team played
confidently and recorded a new
school record of 918 in a three
game tournament Coach Mike
Hall expressed his pride in the
team: "They played well out Uiere.
I was not the least bit embarrassed
by the game or the outcome."
Prior to entering the tournament,
the team set the goal of each player
having a personal best Todd Casabella, who was recently nominated
as the team MVP for attitude, work
ethic and ability, played a personal
best first round of 69.

Chris Easley played his best of
the season as well as Dale Tyree.
"The guys rose to the occasion.
This tournament was a needed boost
to end the season on a good note,"
Hall commented. "The tournament showed them what it took to
be a nationally ranked team. It
showed them how they would have
to play to be nationally ranked.
Overall it was a good experience for
them to be exposed to," Hall explained.
Hall stated, "One area that will
need continued improvement is
mental toughness toward adverse
conditions. The team needs to be
able to accept mistakes and leave
them at that."
Hall has a positive attitude toward the upcoming season and
possible recruits and thinks ending
the season on such a positive note
definitely leaves next year's team
with something to look forward to.

—Signings
Continued from Page 7
her to make an immediate impact
with her athleticism and court sense.
She is an extremely intelligent player
who has been very successful in her
high school career."
Liberty men's head basketball
coach Jeff Meyer has signed Keith
Ferguson, a 6-foot-5-inch, small forward, for next season. Ferguson will
be a transfer from Three Rivers
Community College in Poplar Bluff,
Mo., where he has spent the last two
years. Ferguson averaged 18.0 points
per game and 7.0 rebounds while
leading Three Rivers to a 27-7 mark.

X

Meyer said: "We are delighted to
have Keith sign at Liberty. He has
been a priority recruit for us all year.
We think he can have an immediate
impact on our program. He is the type
of player who sees the court well and
can put the ball on thefloorand drive
to the basket."
Ferguson said: "I was impressed
with the campus and really liked the
idea of going to a Christian school. I
also wanted a chance to play, and the
coaches said they needed the right
piece to the puzzle. Hopefully, I'll be
therightpiece."

HARRIS TIRE CO.
24
Years

HltlUUESTUIIE
fWEV NEW TIRES TO FIT YOUR EVERY NEED

528-3443
1512 5th St.

RETAIL - WHOLESALE

Free Mounting & Balancing With Each Tire Purchased
in«i Discount to Faculty & Students with I.D. Card
Lynchburg, VA

Continued from page 7
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LU rightflelder Danny Brahn bats against UNC-Greesboro in a game the Flames won 14-5.

Top LU batters B A R H RBI HR G Top LU pitchers
Ryan Hutchinson
Doug Brady
Chris Robbins
Bill Speek
Karl Shoemaker
Erik Christensen
Sheldon Bream
Danny Brahn
Mike Kreider
PhilKulp
Scott Harmsen
David Eeles
nclng »«»»«>iiin>i»

10
39
40
39
18
20
40
39
40
39
26
27
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Located next to Mr. Donut
at the Intersection of
Timberlake and Leeavllle Roads.

8 4 0 9 Timberlake Road • Lynchburg

J*± I -JL\J\J

COLOR PRINTS IN ONE HOUR
COLOR SLIDES IN SIX HOURS
BLACK & W H I T E IN SIX HOURS
WHY WAIT LONGER?

ONE HOUR PHOTOS

Neighborhood Medical Center

2900 MEMORIAL AVE.

IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJ

ONE HOUR PORTRAIT STUDIO

MedChoice

10% DISCOUNT WITH L.U. I.D.
OPEN ON HOLIDAYS

HAM & CHEESE
COLD CUT COMBO
Al L AMERICAN (6 different melts)
BMT (him, gcnoi. pcpperunt. friiltttfnj)
CHICKEN. HAM SL CHEESE
SI BWAV CLUB (roast hcef. turkey, hjnu
11 PHI COMBO

OPEN 9-5:30 MON.-FRI. • 9-5:00 SAT.
DELIVERY SERVICE
9510 Timbcrlake
Rd., Lynchburg
Lynchburg
% >#)
9510
Timbcrlake Rd.,
—3{£
(Across from Timbcrlake Bapt. Church) FLORAFAX
WESTERN UNION AGENCY

OPEN 8 AM-9 PM MON.-SAT.

5 LOCATIONS

237-9333

Fori Hill Village Shopping Center

8105 TIMBERLAKE RD
LYNCHBURG. VA

•SUBWAY"

0.00 11.3
0.00 1.0
2.10 30.0
2.54 49.7
2.70 23.3
3.12 57.7
3.43 44.7
4.34 37.3
4.50 2.0
5.59 19.3
5.59 9.7
6.88 34.0

• FREE DELIVERY TO HOSPITALS St FUNERAL HOMES
• COMPLETE WEDDING SERVICES
CASH & CARRY

INSTANT SIQN8 A BANNERS

804-239-1308

6 1 1 0
10 0 0
10 2 3 0
13 7 5 0
15 0 4 1
98 3 1
98 3 2
87 3 3
2 0 0 0
16 0 2 2
10 0 0 0
9 6 3 2

bOA-tat- c5aap, Jruu

LAMINATION

OPEN YEAR ROUND

846-8431

Casey Mittauer
Matt Davis
Chad Fox
Kris Morton
Mike Torrance
Mac McDowell
Todd Martin
Toby Toburen
Keith West
Chris Wick
Tim Collins
Rodney Ashby

G GS W L ERA IP

COPY SERVICE

With L.U. I.D. Seven Tokens For $1.00
Buy One 3 Game Ticket Get One Free

BLUE RIDGE
AUTO PARTS

NEW & REBUILT PARTS

.417 3 5 2 0
.380 41 62 31 7
.377 26 58 27 1
.346 26 47 39 5
.320 4 8 8 1
.310 9 13 5 1
.296 27 37 13 1
.294 21 42 29 8
.294 30 32 15 1
.291 31 34 24 7
.262 12 16 11 0
.253 9 19 11 0

gave up just four scattered hits in the
remaining six innings.
The Flames scored one run in the
fifth on a triple by Brady, followed by
adoublebyRobbins. Then the Flames
picked up one more run in the eighth
on a fielder's-choice RBI by Bream.
Bill Shoemaker led off the ninth
inning with a pinch single, and Scott
Harmsen came in to pinch run at second base after Travis Wilemon (the
initial pinch runner) was hurt. After
two ground outs and with Harmsen at
third, the stage was set for pinchhitter Christensen's game-winning
single.
The Flames' win dropped Radford's
record to 15-29-1. Torrance won the
game for LU improving his record to
4-1. Chris Connolly suffered the loss
for Radford, dropping his season record to 2-5.

STEAK & CHEESE (IOOK sirloin)
BBQ Willi SU*
CHICKEN HAM * OIFESF

w/r/

Hurjwtnt

Watcrllck Plaza
Hills Plaza
Appomattox

5005 FORT AVE.

845-7511
TOWN & COUNTRY SHOPPING CTR
MADISON HEIGHTS. VA

^ dimiiHUtfr^

ED HAWKINS, INC.
Tmin

E l MAYTAG 21 WADSWORTH ST.
APPLIANCE &
T.V. RENTAL

847-6292

WE ALSO SEBVE CHICKEN

ana

239-6915

• KING LEISURE ROOMS
• FREE CONT'L BREAKFAST
• IN-ROOM WHIRLPOOL
• REMOTE CONTROL T.V.
• POOL • MEETING ROOMS • CABLE HBO - ESPN
TOLL FREE - RESERVATIONS

2901 CANDLER'S MTN. RD.

1-800.822.Q8QQ

237.7771

LACKS AUTO SERVICE INC
•
•
•
•
" W E SPECIALIZE IN OCEAN FRESH S E A F O O D "
— SERVED CALABASH STYLE —
FAMILY ATMOSPHERE
TAKE OUT ORDERS AVAILABLE
HOURS: Spring & Summer Thur thru Sun 5pm to 9pm
Winter Thur 5pm to 8pm, Fri & Sal 5pm lo 9pm Sun 5pm lo 8pm

AIR CONDITIONING SALES & SERVICE
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION REPAIR
An Official State
Inspection Station
BRAKE SERVICE
COMPUTERIZED 2 OR
VISA-MASTERCARD
4 WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• ELECTRONIC TUNE-UPS
• 24-HR. WRECKER SERVICE
WATERLICK RD FOREST
(Damage-Free Towing)

MEINEKE DISCOUNT MUFFLERS & BRAKES

U.S. Route 29 North
(Just North of Howard Johnson's)
Madison Heights, Virginia 24572

525-2556

Nice. Comfortable Willing Arts

528-9000

If No Answer Call 525-7850

SAVES MONEY - SAVES

Cai>,

Jeanne's
RESTAURANT

LYNCHBURG
TIMBROOK SQUARE

MADISON HEIGHTS

(NEXT TO KROGER)

(SEMINOLE SHOPPING CENTER)

239-3333

847-2800

(NEXT TO KINGS)

Dinner by the Lake
Authentic Mexican Food

•n
8515 MEMORIAL AVE.

TIME

HOURS:
Lunch; Mon -Fri 11 a.m. to 2 3 0 p.m.
Dinner: Mon -Thur 5 p m to 10 p m

FOREST PLAZA WEST
(OLD FOREST ROAD)

385-6666

528-0808 *
Little Caesars r Pirza! Pizza!
Two (treat pizzas! JLz- .One low price.

MZ£

"S.

A

• Weddings

Friday 5pm to 11 p m
Saturday 12 a m to 10 p m
Sunday 12 a m to 2:30 p m
5 p m to 9 p m
8004 Timberlake Road
Lynchburg. Virginia 24502
(804) 239-9702

Seminole Shopping Center
Madison Heights Virginia 24572
(804) 846-6079

• Dinner

Open nightly
for dinner
Lunches daily
Rt. 460 • 4 miles East of Lynchburg

• Banquets

993-2475
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Liberty outfielder finds success
both on field and in classroom
By TIM SEARS

the former National League All-Star
are a tribute to his .296 batting averThe college athlete who excels in age, 7 home runs, 32 runs and 28
both academics and athletics is a rare RBIs.
Kulp has not always been so sucfind. Senior Phil Kulp is one of those
cessful during his collegiate career,
rare gems.
Both Kulp's batting average and but he improved gradually every year.
grade point average are in the " 3 " Now, in his senior year, Kulp is a key
range. Kulp is currently batting a part in helping the team win. Kulp is
solid .296, and he also has an impres- pleased with his constant improvement "Every year you should imsive 3.92 overall GPA.
Kulp has been able to handle the prove, and I am glad I have played
dual task. "You have to sacrifice. consistently," he said.
However, the Flame's superman
Every amount of your free time is
spent studying or practicing," he said. does admit to having a weakness. His
Kulp's collegiate and academic kryptonitecomes in the form of breaksuccess are both reaching their peaks ing balls. "I am definitely a fastball
during his final season as the Flames' hitter. Generally, I pull the ball, but I
leftfielder. In his fourth season as a have problems with breaking-ball
starting outfielder, Kulp has become pitches."
His weakness to the change-up may
the power pack which energizes the
team. "He and (Pittsburgh Pirate out- be the only thing preventing him from
fielder) Andy Van Slyke are similar," being drafted by a professional team.
shortstop Doug Brady said "I mean Kulp said that his power statistics
they both hit with power, and Phil is a might be strong enough to attract pro
great fielder." The comparison to scouts' attention if he could master

Champion Reporter

the change-up.
Kulp may struggle with the changeup, but he is invincible when he enters
the classroom. He lightened his academic load by "CLEPping" 24 credit
hours and taking fivemodularclasses.
Kulp could have graduated last year
because he was so far ahead in his
requirements, but he opted to take
some extra classes as he finished his
final season of eligibility.
Kulp's academic success is a compliment toandanexampleof Liberty's
fine academic assistance program for
athletes. He said: "Give Mike Hall
(athletic assistant director of academics) credit. Mike really works with
the athlete. The coaches have really
started to watch our grades closely.
They have been a positive influence."
After graduation, the Pennsylvania
native will go west to work as a camp
instructor for Kanakuk-KanakomaKamps, Inc. in Branson, Mo. Kulp
will work with teenagers both as a

COMPUTERS
Apple IIGS like new: mouse,
software, printer, all cables.
Leave message in English
Department.

FOR SALE
WEDDING GOWN, vail, train
and
bouquat, navar uaad$200. Call anytime-525-3178.

COLLEGE PARK
AUTOMOTIVE, INC. 1400
Wards Ferry Rd. 239-4225
Night Number 385-8502

HOME FOR SALE: New ranch,
2 bedroom, 2 full baths, full
basement, deck, 1 acre, heat
pump, panoramic view, reduced
to $75,000. Call 804-263-4416.

LYNCHBURG JOBBING
HOUSE Discounted prices &
big & tall clothes. 2323
Memorial Ave. - The Plara
528-2726.

PRIVATE TOWNHOUSE NEXT TO
L U . FREE WASHER AND
DRYER, FULL BATH, KITCHEN,
CABLE TV, 24 HR. PHONE,
LIVING ROOM, starts at $125
(share a room program) Private
rooms start at $175. CALL
IMMEDIATELY! 522-9007.

counselor and as a baseball instructor. "I can possibly see getting involved working with teens in something like FCA (Fellowship of Christian Athletes)," Kulp said.
Next year the absence of Kulp will
be felt by the team members. "He'll
be hard to replace. We're obviously
going to miss him on the field. He's
the nicest guy you would ever want
to meet," Brady said.
The feeling is mutual. Kulp will
miss the good times he has spent with
his teammates. He enjoys being with
the guys. "The guys are all gentlemen. I'd take any of them as my
brother. I'll miss the friends here. I'll
miss the guys," he said.
With his departure and his experience, Kulp gave his teammates his
last words of advice to the student
athlete. Kulp said: "Always Make
sure you go to class and work ahead.
Do not start skipping because you
will fall behind, and it is hard to
catch up."

MISC.

USED B"O0K"s:"Save"tfme a n a " * ,
money. Christian used books by
mail. Send for list now! Books Now
and Then, 2021 Maleady, Hemdon,
Va 22070.

a

The LU women's track team ran in
the 4x4 and 4x8 relays in the Penn
Relays Saturday but failed to reach
the finals.
In the4x4 the runners came in second in their heat with 3:54.4. However, they failed to reach their goal of
breaking the school record (3:53.13),

We're looking for a few good college students and graduates who
canfillthe shoes of a Marine Corps officer. That's a pretty tall order.
It means leading other Marines. Being responsible for their
well being. But that's something no civilian job offers you at 26.
Ifyouthinkyou'rearcw/companyman,seeyour ^ E s
Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer for details.

MOVING

Mail Boxes Etc. Announces

^ GREAT MOVE OUT!
Boxes and Packing Tape Supplied
Fast Ground or Air Shipping via UPS

COMPUTERS • CLOTHES • BOOKS
STEREOS • TRUNKS

T R A V E L Paid summer internships
earning $4,000-$5,000. Looking for
well-disciplined, hard workers with
summer available. Call 1-800-2514000 ext. 9404

DO YOUR OWN BOXING OR WE WILL GLADLY
PACKAGE ANY OR ALL OF YOUR ITEMS

MISTER SWEEPER VACUUM
& S E W I N G C E N T E R Vacuum
cleaner a n d sewing machine
^ a l J l M . n 4 | S r v i p e ^ . fc6,46„Wjjton
Ave. 8 4 7 - 9 0 2 2 .

MAIL BOXES ETC

RESTAURANTS

MICHAEL'S CARPET WORLD
Locally o w n e d by M i k e G r a n t .
3 1 3 9 O l d Forest R d . 3 8 5 - 7 4 8 2 .

G.T. BROOKS Casual dining,
seafood, steaks, salads &
sandwiches. Route 29 & Odd
Fellows Rd. at the Comfort Inn
845-7427.

T H E C U T A B O V E Paul
Mitchell - S e b a s t i a n Hair C a r e
Crossroads Pod M a l l , S u i t e C,
Wards R d . 2 3 7 - 1 4 5 7 .

THE GROUND ROUND "All
you can eat" specials - 4
nights a week. 2819 Candlers
Mountain Rd. 237-1692.

DECK T H E W A L L S Custom
framing & art center. River
Ridge M a l l 2 3 7 - 1 8 2 9 .

SHOWBIZ PIZZA PLACE
Tuesday is LU Day, 25%
discount off lunch buffet 312
Border St. 237-0682.

S M I L E S F R O M H O M E Fresh
homemade baked goods the
special touch that m a k e s your
gift say ' I t ' s From H o m e " . Call
to h a v e b r o c h u r e sent to
parents 8 4 5 - 3 7 1 5 .

HOTELS

HOWARD JOHNSON LODGE
Minutes from L U ; large rooms,
beautiful decor; special LU
r a t e s . R o u t e 2 9 , north of
Lynchburg 8 4 5 - 7 0 4 1 .

FAST FUNDRAISING P R O G R A M
$1,000 in just one week. Earn up to
$1,000 for your campus organization.
Plus a chance at $5,000 more! This
program works! No investment
needed. Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext .50.

T H E C O M F O R T I N N Across
from LU North c a m p u s ; 1 2 4
rooms; special univ.
a c c o m m o d a t i o n s . Route 2 9 &
O d d Fellows R d . 8 4 7 - 9 0 4 1

384-3892
2820 Linkhorne Dr.
Lynchburg, VA 24503
Hours 8:00 - 6:00 Mon. - Fri.
9:30 - 5:00 Saturday

Marines
The Few. The Pmad.The Marines.

Discover, Visa, andMastercharge accepted.

For more information or interviews, contact
Capt. J.D. Decarli or Sgt. B.S. Hamilton at
1-800-542-5851 or collect at 703-387-1942.

THE HOLIDAY INN
Adjacent
to L U North C a m p u s ; call for
university r a t e s . Route 2 9 &
O d d Fellows R d . 8 4 7 - 4 4 2 4 .

JUDY GALLION &
A S S O C I A T E S , I N C . Real
Estate S a l e s a n d R e n t a l s
4224 Wards Rd. 239-4443

UPS AUTHORIZED SHIPPING OUTLET

385-7014
• FREE ESTIMATES •
• SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNTS •
NORMA BLANKENSHIP
OWNER

OUR SPECIALTY SERVICES
• PAINTING
EXTERIOR/INTERIOR
COMMERCIAL CLEANING
• CARPET CLEANING
• OFFICES • BANKS • SHOPS
• WINDOWS
• CHURCHES • INDUSTRIAL
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
ONLY A PROFESSIONAL, PERSONABLE, TRAINED INDIVIDUAL
WILL COME T O MEET YOUR CLEANING NEEDS

LYNCHBURG BOWL
BEHIND DAYS INN

HOME OF LIBERTY FRIDAY NIGHT SUPER BOWL

528-BOWL
(528-2695)

N O CREWSII

27 ON CAMPUS LOCATIONS

aty* Heuia $c Salltf Afcuanc*
"WE'RE WORTH THE TIME"
PHONE 385-5440

101 WYNDALE DRIVE

(Eimberiake
Jitotel
Psalm 91
CABLE/COLOR TV/HBO/HEATED POOL
AAA APPROVED
HONEYMOON SUITE AVAILABLE
•fSAIAH 32:18
5 MINUTES
41 UNITS
TO L.U.
U.S. 460 WEST
525-2160

KERR TIRE & AUTOMOTIVE
' 'Specializing in Quality Service & Low Prices''

Rt. 221
385-8966

Muffler Shop
1018 Fifth St.
528-2333
845-5963
Hours M - F 7:30 - 5 00
Sat 8:00 - 12:00
. STATE INSPECTION STATION

LOUNGE
THE GREATEST SALAD BAR IN LYNCHBURG
WITH 66 ITEMS

384-3400

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL CASH AND CARRY
PURCHASES WITH L.U.I.D. CARD
STORE CHARGE - MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
7701 TIMBERLAKE RD.
TIMBERLAKE PLAZA

^

COLLEGE PARK
AUTOMOTIVE INC.

T0NE-N-TAN
&
FIGURE SALONS
(No Sweat

Exercise)

10% DISCOUNT
WITH L.U. I.D.

W0LFFE BELLARIUM S
&
R-UVA Tanning Beds
Toning Tables
Call for Appointment
Walk-Ins Welcomed

Body Wraps Avanauiu
River James Shopping Center
Madison Heights, VA

* \ * Tire &
Auto Repair, Inc.

OPEN DAILY

846-8282

FORT HILL VILLAGE
237-6256

Mon - Fri
8:00-6:00
Sat
Till 2:00

WATERLICK PLAZA
239-2629

239-9507

^
FUTURE SHAPE

"Where Quality
Costs No More"

%

COMPLETE FOREIGN & DOMESTIC SERVICE
WE SPECIALIZE IN:
"I AM
THIRD"

•
•
•
•

i AIR CONDITIONING
' TRANSMISSIONS
• STATE INSPECTIONS

IMPORTS
MOTOR HOMES (RVS)
FOUR WHEEL DRIVES
24 HOUR TOWING SERVICE

m

239-4225 C5

1400 WARDS FERRY ROAD « 385-8502 ( n l g h U )

Brakes • Tune-Up
Exhaust • Alignment
A/C • Fleet Service
State Inspection

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH
CENTER, INC.
SERVING LYNCHBURG SINCE 1973

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE

LOCALLY O W N E D & OPERATED BY SAL VITALE

5006 BOONSBORO RD.

Artkr's

A Full Line Of New & Retread Tires
All Types Of Mechanical Repairs

SAL'S ITALIA RESTAURANT
&

according to assistant track coach
Delethea Quarles. The individual
times in the 4x4 were as follows:
Fadhila Samuel with 58.S, Leeann
Hayslett with 60.7, Shelly Worthy
with 59.1 and GinaTumer with 55.9.
Inthc 4x8 the runners finished with
9:25.7.

Runyour own
companyat26.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE OR
TECHNICAL S C H O O L . We'll
help you locate scholarships and/or
loans. Financial Aid Finders, PO
Box219, Annville, Pa. 170030219 for free information.

LAKESIDEWEST SELF S T O R A G E sixes to accommodate your needs.
FREE-1 month with minimum 4 month
contract and this ad. Offer expires 331-91 Open 7 days 7am - 7pm Call
385-0466 2140 Lakeside Dr.

Women run in PennRelays

ROBERT A. STICKLE D.C.
9640 Timberlake Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502
239-TIRE
W E ACCEPT
MAJOR CREDIT C A R D S

"We accept only those
patients whom we
sincerely believe we
can help."

239-2243
239-ACHE

8420 TIMBERLAKE RD

Progressive health care,
utilizing manipulation,
physical therapy,
exercise and nutrition at
reasonable rates.

LYNCHBURG

»'

•

W m W

^F^P^

If you thought that find- Apple introduces the Macintosh LC. Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2,
ing a color Macintosh* system you could
and Apple nfloppydisks.
afford was just a dream, then the new^ affordable
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see
Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
what it gives youThen pinch yourself.
The Macintosh LC isrichin color. Unlike many
It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.
computers that can display only 16 colors at once,
the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256
colors. It also comes with a microphone and new
sound-input technology that lets you personalize
your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy
to set up and easy to master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once youVe learned
one program, you're well on your way to learning
them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share
information with someone who uses a different
type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple*
SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to

P

'

For more
information contact
Administrative
Computing
582-2275

4
The power to be your bestr

G1980 Appiw Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple luyu. »nd Macintosh are registered trademarks ol Apple Computer, inc. SuperOrrve and "The power lo be your best" are trademark* ot Apple Computer, Inc.
MS-DOS Is a registered trademark ot Microsoft Corporation. OSV2 Is a registered tradamark ot inter national Business Machines Corporation

